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archbishop of Milan; and Urban was notorious for the
hatred which he, unlike his fellow-citizens, still cherished
against the Emperor. He could not prevent the marriage,
nor its celebration at Milan, galling though this must have
been. But he made his attitude quite clear on all the issues
that Frederick had negotiated so amicably with Lucius III.
He supported the anti-imperial candidate at Tr&ves, and
made a special attack on the royal exercise of spolia and
regalia during the vacancy of a bishopric. It was obviously
impossible in these circumstances to hope that he would
consent to crown Henry VI as co-Emperor. But during the
wedding festivities Frederick had crowned his son as king
of Italy, and when he departed for Germany he left him in
charge of the Italian kingdom. Henry was Emperor in all but
name ; he was even given the significant title of Caesar. This
association of his son with himself in the government made
for the greater security of Frederick's authority in both king-
doms, since there was always a king in each, and so Frederick's
own absence from either was not attended by the usual risks.
TJrban's hostility was not confined to thwarting the aims intrigues in
of the Emperor. He openly fomented revolts against him Germany
both in Italy and Germany. In Italy they were soon
quelled and Henry VI took his revenge by occupying and
devastating the Papal States, so that Urban was forced to
abandon his aggressive attitude; nor did he have any
further opportunity of resuming the offensive before his
death in October 1187. His intrigues in Germany met with
more success, for under the lead of archbishop Philip of
Cologne a regular coalition was formed against Frederick
in North Germany. This had two aspects, ecclesiastical and
secular. The archbishop championed the papal point of
view by attacking the royal control of the Church, and his
revolt had Urban's blessing; while in his capacity as duke
of Westphalia, he had become a champion of the particularist
views of the nobles, which won him the adhesion of the
landgrave of Thuringia and count Adolf of Holstein. He
anticipated that the king of Denmark would join him, and
he looked for aid also from England,1 the ally of the Welfs,
1 He had obtained personal contact with England on a recent mission
as imperial envoy. Moreover, he recognised the importance of commercial
prosperity, and friendship with England was essential to the trading interests
of Cologne.

